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Abstract. Thanks to smartphones’ mass popularity in our society, our
world is surrounded by ubiquitous electronic signals. These signals origi-
nate from static objects such as buildings and stores and mobile objects
such as people or vehicles. Yet it is difficult to readily access electronic
information. Current wireless communications focus on reliable trans-
mission from sources to destinations, which entails tedious connection
establishment and network configuration. This forms a virtual electronic
barrier among people that makes unobtrusive communication difficult.
In addition, there is concern about interacting with the electronic world
due to such interactions’ insecurity. To safely remove the electronic bar-
rier, we propose Enclave, a delegate wireless device that helps people’s
smartphones communicate unobtrusively. We realize Enclave using two
key supporting technologies, NameCast and PicComm. NameCast uses
wireless device names to unobtrusively transmit short messages without
connection establishment. PicComm uses the transfer of visual images
to securely deliver electronic information to people’s smartphones. We
implement Enclave on commercial off-the-shelf smartphones. Our experi-
mental evaluation illustrates its potential for smartphone data protection
and unobtrusive and secure communication.

1 Introduction

This paper proposes Enclave, a system that provides unobtrusive and secure
communication between a smartphone and the “electronic world” of prolific
wireless signals that surround us.

1.1 The Concept of Enclave

With the proliferation of smartphones, our lives are increasingly digitized. We
live in a world surrounded by electronic signals. Though these signals are mainly
traffic between individual users and APs or base stations, it is not difficult to
imagine that, in the future, anyone can directly extract useful information from
these signals just as our eyes capture visual information from the outside world.
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Fig. 1. The Electronic World. Ubiquitous wireless signals are emitted from station-
ary locations like historical buildings and stores. Mobile objects such as passersby or
drivers broadcast personal social networking profiles [7,8,13,14,20,26], traffic accident
notifications, etc. The person in the bottom right is using one wireless device to interact
with the electronic world; his smartphone is private.

Among these electronic signals, we may find largely two categories of useful
information, as Fig. 1 illustrates.

The first category is information from static objects. For example, govern-
ment agencies can broadcast wireless bulletins near their buildings. Stores can
broadcast advertisements and distribute electronic coupons to passersby who are
willing to receive them wirelessly.

The second category is information from mobile objects. The mobile objects
may be people or vehicles. A person may want to introduce himself to another
for socializing or job hunting. A kind driver may want to warn others of an
accident he just witnessed.

In some cases, we may have hybrid sources of information. Mobile users may
be willing to relay bulletins containing emergency notices to others, or other
drivers may also help to relay the accident information to more people. People
may be willing to relay coupons from stores due to incentive mechanisms [26].

However, the digital life with such wireless communications is still not a
reality. In fact, it is more difficult for us to access the information in the electronic
world than people may think initially. The reasons are twofold.

First, current wireless technology is designed with the goal of reliable infor-
mation transmission between a sender and a receiver. So in most cases, network
configuration and connection establishment is necessary. Besides, complex mech-
anisms are enforced for reliability, such as meticulous error correction for 100%
reception accuracy. However, for large-scale information dissemination, this is
overkill. People cannot freely share or disseminate information to multiple peo-
ple nearby without obtrusive configurations and excessive communication sig-
naling. In some cases, 100% accuracy is not required. The aforementioned well-
intentioned mechanisms actually form a virtual electronic barrier among people.

Second, malicious attackers prey on incautious users who dare to receive all
kinds of information without filtering. Many obscenities, malicious codes, and
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other nefarious content may be hidden in the exchanged wireless information.
People are more willing to hide behind the electronic barrier, hardening it.

In this light, we propose Enclave to safely remove the electronic barriers and
achieve unobtrusive communication. We do so via NameCast. We introduce se-
cure communication via PicComm. Enclave is a delegate wireless device helping
the master devices people use to communicate wirelessly, e.g., their smartphones.
We point out that Enclave is a separate mobile device that may not have a data
plan and runs our software. It may seem inconvenient to separate functional-
ity between two devices, particularly as smartphones tend to consolidate many
functions on one device. While Enclave can be implemented on the smartphone
used by the owner, this approach is actually too heavyweight for the smartphone.
Also, it is risky: smartphones often contain much sensitive data and smartphone-
based malicious code detection and information leaking attacks have not been
fully studied. People can rent mobile devices when they travel to foreign coun-
tries or attend a conference; also, they can use a second device that serves as
their Enclave. Such second devices can be their previously used phones without
data plans. In a sense, Enclave shares a similarity to a sandbox insofar as Enclave
aims to protect the master device from attacks. However, Enclave also aims to
promote unobtrusive communication with the electronic world, and sandboxes
do not share this aim.

The following usage scenarios illustrate typical Enclave use:
– Tourists in a foreign country: Suppose tourists travel to a foreign country

and are eager to explore local attractions, eat at local restaurants, etc. These
fixed sites broadcast location-specific information such as history of the area
and advertisements to people nearby. The tourists view the attractions, eat at
restaurants, etc. carrying their mobile devices, which receive this information
and store it. When they return to their hotel, they copy some information they
received to their personal phones or laptops. The mobile devices act as their
Enclaves and their personal phones or laptops act as master devices.

– Conference attendees: Suppose academics attend a conference and are ea-
ger to meet new people, explore the surroundings, etc. As they do so, their
mobile devices broadcast their names, research work, and personal interests to
people nearby and receive such information from others. They are interested in
some people’s information, so they connect their personal phones or laptops to
their mobile devices and copy information from the latter to the former. Here,
the mobile devices act as Enclaves and their personal phones or laptops act as
master devices.

1.2 Our Contributions

We implement our Enclave system on commercial off-the-shelf smartphones. To
enable Enclave’s functionality, we propose the following two key supporting tech-
nologies that address the two challenges mentioned above:

– NameCast: NameCast uses wireless device names to unobtrusively trans-
mit short messages without tedious connection establishment. As its name sug-
gests, NameCast makes use of wireless names that are exchanged freely. For
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example, with a simple scan, we can see the SSID of nearby APs or the names
of nearby Bluetooth devices. It is effective in opening a tunnel through the
electronic barriers. It makes uses erasure coding for relatively reliable communi-
cation. Besides, it enables information dissemination through extensive peer to
peer sharing.

– Picture Communication (PicComm): PicComm is a type of communica-
tion based on transfer of visual images. It is for secure delivery of collected
information on the Enclave to the backend master device. The basic idea is that
taking a picture of an image is safe from attack by malicious codes. We en-
code textual information to visual images on the Enclave. The master device
takes a picture of the Enclave’s screen, and parses the textual content there via
optical character recognition (OCR). Notice this channel’s characteristics help
encumber information leakage as potential snoops need to be in close proximity
to the devices. We incorporate a feedback channel that automatically refreshes
the Enclave’s textual content once the master device parses it successfully. Two
options are considered for this channel: NameCast and sound. With NameCast,
we transmit the feedback message via the WiFi SSID, which can hold up to
32 bytes of information. However, the master device needs to disclose its WiFi
MAC address, which may be a concern to some users. Thus, we propose a second
option: sound. Using sound, PicComm can achieve a higher degree of security
without disclosing any electronic information. The drawback is the low channel
capacity: only 1 or 2 bits can be used per feedback message. PicComm divides
the Enclave’s screen into pieces and dynamically updates the pieces’ “resolution”
based on OCR performance. We design a novel OCR hash function that helps
provides resolution “feedback” to the master device.

We implement Enclave along with NameCast and PicComm on commercial
off-the-shelf smartphones running Android 2.3.3. Our experimental evaluation
illustrates the potential of Enclave for reliable, secure, and unobtrusive electronic
communication.

To the best of our knowledge, Enclave is the first system that interposes com-
munication between a smartphone and the electronic world using an intermedi-
ary device for the purpose of promoting unobtrusive and secure communication.

2 Related Work

There are many works in mobile social networking that we classify as centralized
and distributed based on the underlying system architecture. A representative
centralized system is Social Serendipity [7], which detects proximate others via
Bluetooth and queries a central profile database to match people based on com-
monalities. Nokia Sensor [14] is a representative distributed MSN system that
lets proximal users detect each other and share information via a Bluetooth
connection. Existing work does not consider the gap between the electronic and
physical worlds. That is, when people meet each other in physical proximity,
they cannot easily view related electronic profiles without connection establish-
ment. However, people may not want to build up such a connection when they
are strangers. Our work bridges this gap via NameCast, which leverages Wi-Fi
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and Bluetooth names to wirelessly provide social information to nearby people
without connection establishment.

There are several works that aim to control proximate communication us-
ing WiFi SSIDs and Bluetooth names. Beacon stuffing [5] adds information to
WiFi AP beacons to realize WiFi communication without associations. Neigh-
borcast [4] forms multicast groups among disparate WiFi clients regardless of
AP association. Besides SSIDs, Bluetooth device names have also been lever-
aged for a variety of contexts, including automatic configuration of mobile ad
hoc networks [18,24], Bluetooth device name interactions [6], and proactive dis-
plays [12]. The WiFi SSIDs based approach can broadcast to a wide range of
nearby devices, but it can only deliver a small amount of information. The Blue-
tooth name based approach can deliver more information, but it only supports
point-to-point communication. E-Shadow [20] uses both WiFi and Bluetooth to
publish personal related information; it can cover a large communication range
and deliver a large volume of information. However, E-Shadow does not aim for
communication between neighbors. Our work differs from E-Shadow as we pig-
gyback message delivery atop the Bluetooth device discovery process for rapid
unobtrusive communication.

Wi-Fi Direct is an emerging technology enabling WiFi devices to detect one
another and directly establish wireless connectivity. Some devices certified un-
der the Wi-Fi Direct program will support connections to both an infrastructure
network and a group of Wi-Fi Direct devices at the same time. This technology
makes it easier for information sharing among neighboring mobile devices. How-
ever, as [25] notes, content made available over a Wi-Fi Direct group connection
is still restricted to specific applications. In this sense, the aforementioned gap
between electronic and physical world still exists. In this work, we help close it
via NameCast.

Enclave and its supporting technologies can be implemented on a single
smartphone. Many smartphones support data encryption mechanisms, Blue-
tooth and WiFi communication, and cameras. These mechanisms can be lever-
aged to compartmentalize sensitive data. Electronic communication can be lever-
aged to access information from physically proximate mobile devices, location
information, and Internet servers. Cameras and OCR technology can be simi-
larly leveraged to parse textual information transmitted via a visual channel.
Perli et al. [17] have proposed using camera pairs for fast information exchange.
However, they do not consider it a security measure and explore its security as-
pects. Moreover, they use two-way picture taking for feedback. It entails a front
camera on both sides. It is a restriction. In our Enclave, we can use wireless
signals and sounds as feedback, which is more flexible.

3 Enclave Overview

This section describes the system architecture of Enclave. Enclave’s system ar-
chitecture is shown in Figure 2. In general, Enclave has two interfaces and several
parts inside shown below:
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Fig. 2. Enclave System Architecture and Supporting Technologies

– Interface with the electronic world: Enclave uses NameCast as the interface
with the electronic world to unobtrusively collect information from it and to
send information to it on the master device’s behalf. NameCast is an option
for unobtrusive communiation in physical proximity. Users may choose other
wireless interfacing methods such as direct connection with APs.

– Interface with the master device: Enclave uses the PicComm interface with
the master device to securely transmit useful requested data to it.

– Components inside Enclave: Enclave contains several components. It first
uses the security filter to check the security of information it collects from the
electronic world. This component performs a light-weight filtering of the data
received. All the received data is stored in the database. Before Enclave sends
the data to the master device, the data are further checked by the user policy
module for obvious security breaches. In addition, Enclave has a reset module
that can reset it to factory conditions, which purges the system of malicious data
and security threats.

The components inside Enclave are light-weight as the master often resets the
enclave device. So we will only detail in Sections IV and V the two key supporting
technologies, NameCast and PicComm, which enable Enclave’s unobtrusive and
secure interfaces to the electronic world and the master device, respectively.

One final remark here. We point out that Enclave is a separate mobile device
that may not have a data plan and runs our software. It may seem inconvenient to
separate functionality between two devices, particularly as smartphones tend to
consolidate many functions on one device. While Enclave can be implemented on
the smartphone used by the owner, this approach is actually too heavyweight for
the smartphone. Also, it is risky: smartphones often contain much sensitive data
and smartphone-based malicious code detection and information leaking attacks
have not been fully studied. People can rent mobile devices when they travel to
foreign countries or attend a conference; also, they can use a second device that
serves as their Enclave. Such second devices can be their previously used phones
without data plans. In a sense, Enclave shares a similarity to a sandbox insofar
as Enclave aims to protect the master device from attacks. However, Enclave
also aims to promote unobtrusive communication with the electronic world, and
sandboxes do not share this aim.

4 NameCast: Enclave-to-Outside Communication

This section describes Enclave’s unobtrusive communication between the enclave
device and external information sources. We use NameCast to achieve such com-
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munication. First, we describe NameCast’s design rationale. We present Name-
Cast’s high-level framework for rapid unobtrusive communication. Then we de-
tail the NameCast protocol for devices with both WiFi and Bluetooth enabled.

4.1 Design Rationale

NameCast aims to bore a tunnel through the wireless barriers by implementing
unobtrusive, reliable communication of textual information among mobile de-
vices. By unobtrusive, we mean that such devices should rapidly discover each
other’s presence electronically once they enter communication range. Mobile de-
vice users should not have to perform tedious connection establishments or net-
work configurations in order to determine what devices are nearby. Moreover,
the discovery process should be rapid and autonomous without requiring many
scans to ascertain nearby devices. NameCast’s communication should work with
commercial off-the-shelf mobile devices with Bluetooth and WiFi and require
minimal configuration.

To realize unobtrusive communication of textual information using Bluetooth
and WiFi, NameCast needs to overcome limitations of their discovery processes.
We illustrate this by examining the time incurred by such discovery processes
on commodity mobile devices. Specifically, we measure Bluetooth and WiFi dis-
covery times on two HTC Touch Diamond2s running Windows Mobile 6.1 and
two Nexus phones running Android 2.3. We have one Diamond2 phone discover
another Diamond2 phone and one Nexus phone discover another Nexus phone
using both Bluetooth and ad hoc WiFi. The results are shown in Table 1. We
find it took 17–18 s and 1.0–1.2 s for a Nexus phone to discover a Diamond2
using Bluetooth and WiFi, respectively. Clearly, Bluetooth and WiFi’s discovery
processes need to be improved in order to achieve unobtrusive communication.

Windows Mobile 6.1 Android 2.3

Bluetooth 18–22 s 10–20 s

WiFi 1.0–1.1 s 1.1–1.2 s
Table 1. Average Bluetooth and WiFi Discovery Times.

Main Ideas At its heart, NameCast leverages the strengths of Bluetooth and
WiFi’s discovery processes so that they can help each other. Bluetooth can dis-
seminate much more information at once than WiFi can (248 bytes vs. 32 bytes),
but Bluetooth’s discovery process is much more time-consuming than WiFi’s (≥
10.24 s vs 1–2 s). We exploit WiFi’s fast discovery time to guide Bluetooth’s
device discovery process. For this purpose, we embed information about the
current state of a device’s Bluetooth discovery process in its WiFi SSID. This
information is “forwarded” to nearby devices to speed up their discovery pro-
cesses. Bluetooth can then discover proximate devices more quickly than if had
not received such information.

We observe that Bluetooth device names and WiFi SSIDs can transmit
(short) messages without tedious network configuration or user intervention.
In NameCast, we leverage this capability using the following two techniques:
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A B C

Node WiFi MAC AddressBluetooth Address

A 11:11:11:11:11:11AA:AA:AA:AA:AA:AA

B 22:22:22:22:22:22BB:BB:BB:BB:BB:BB

C 33:33:33:33:33:33CC:CC:CC:CC:CC:CC

BB + AA + CC +BB

AA + BB + CC +AA

CC + AA + BB +CC

Dr. Zhang …*CC

BT Inquiry: [… :BB]  (10.24 s) 

BT Inquiry: [… :AA, … :CC]  (10.24 s) 

BT Inquiry: [… :BB]  (10.24 s) 

Time "Discovered"

0 s 1–2 s 11–12 s

Dr. Smith …*BB

Dr. Chandra …*AA

Page these
Bluetooth
addresses

Fig. 3. Motivating topology for NameCast. Bluetooth inquiry and WiFi scanning begin
at time 0 s. At time 2 s, the nodes discover each other’s SSIDs. Inquiry finishes at time
10.24 s and paging a couple seconds thereafter. Paged device names are shown in white
on a black background. The WiFi control frame provides a list of each node’s discovered
Bluetooth addresses; those shown with double lines are to be paged.

– Using WiFi to control Bluetooth: We provide discovered Bluetooth device
IDs in WiFi Service Set Identifiers (SSIDs), which serve to control Bluetooth
device discovery. If a device discovers an SSID, it can compare the set of Blue-
tooth device IDs therein to the set of Bluetooth devices it has already discovered.
If there are any “matching” Bluetooth device IDs, the first device can bypass
the time-consuming inquiry process and directly obtain the matching Bluetooth
devices’ names.

– Piggybacking message dissemination atop device discovery: We leverage
the message-carrying capability to “piggyback” message delivery on Bluetooth
and WiFi discovery processes. Specifically, for a given device, we place a message
and all discovered Bluetooth device IDs in this device’s Bluetooth name. We also
create an ad hoc network whose SSID contains (parts of) its WiFi MAC address
and all discovered Bluetooth IDs. Once a second device obtains the first device’s
name via Bluetooth or WiFi discovery, it also receives that device’s set of all
discovered Bluetooth devices. We do not include each device’s set of SSIDs in its
Bluetooth device name or WiFi SSID since WiFi has greater range and faster
discovery time than Bluetooth.

4.2 Erasure Code Based Reliable Forwarding

To achieve unobtrusive communication, NameCast forwards messages among
mobile devices without connection establishment. We first describe a simple case
of forwarding without reliability considerations. Then we describe how we can
make forwarding more reliable using erasure codes.

Basic Forwarding Forwarding messages to mobile devices that have not yet re-
ceived these messages plays a key role in NameCast’s operation. Consider Figure
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3, which depicts a simple network topology. All devices in the figure can discover
each other via WiFi, but devices A and C cannot discover each other via Blue-
tooth. All devices transmit control information via WiFi “control frames” and
their messages in Bluetooth device names, which can store more information
than SSIDs. SSIDs can be discovered within a couple seconds, whereas Blue-
tooth name discovery takes at least ten seconds. Such control frames contain
a device’s message (its Bluetooth address) along with others’ messages. In the
topology, B determines that A has not received C’s Bluetooth address and for-
wards it, along with B’s address, in B’s control frame. Thus A can discover C’s
Bluetooth address and page it before Bluetooth inquiry is finished. C’s message
is piggybacked to A during the process. Similarly, B forwards A’s address to C
when it observes C has not received this address.

This forwarding mechanism enables mobile devices to “see” each other’s pres-
ence after they “meet.” This surmounts the electronic barriers posed by conven-
tional wireless protocols and achieves unobtrusive communication.

Forwarding with Reliability Enhancements This NameCast forwarding
mechanism is well suited to small-scale short message transmission without reli-
ability. To achieve this at large scale, we enhance our mechanism to incorporate
erasure coding. Our motivation is as follows. If many devices are transmitting
messages to each other without connections, transmission errors are likely to oc-
cur: receivers may “miss” messages, messages may be garbled, etc. We need to
enhance our forwarding mechanism so it can “recover” from these errors with-
out substantial overhead. We use fountain codes to do so. In the following, we
explain our rationale and coding approach.

Fountain codes are sparse graph codes for channels with erasures [10]. Such
codes divide long messages into many small pieces and disseminate these pieces
to receivers. Once receivers receive enough pieces, they can reconstruct the mes-
sages irrespective of the order of the pieces’ delivery. Fountain codes have many
desirable properties: they are simple to implement (typically using XOR oper-
ation), rateless (meaning a coding rate need not be specified in advance), and
largely obviate a feedback channel. Receivers need not inform the sender about
their “missing” message pieces, which can be tedious.

We use fountain codes at the MAC layer as ACKs are not present there;
moreover, ACKs are wasteful at this layer. The MAC layer mediates access to a
shared network medium such as the wireless channel. Acknowledging each suc-
cessful channel access imposes extra overhead on protocols and is inappropriate
given the channel’s temporal variation and interference. To understand why, con-
sider the following scenario. Suppose senders A and B want to transmit messages
via the channel. If A successfully transmitted its message and somehow received
an ACK from the physical layer, B could not access the channel while A’s ACK
is being transmitted. As the channel is a shared medium, such a “feedback”
ACK channel can decrease the “degree” of possible statistical multiplexing. Be-
sides, real-world MAC layer protocols do not have ACKs, so we cannot rely on
them. Fountain codes transmit encoded messages without requiring a feedback
channel. Receivers who have not received enough information need not feed this
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information to the message sender; as the sender keeps sending, they simply wait
until they have received enough information.

Our fountain coding approach uses the following concepts:
– Bluetooth frame: A Bluetooth frame is a message consisting of all nearby

devices’ Bluetooth names. Each device constructs its own frame and disseminates
it to all nearby devices. Each frame has a two-digit ID that differentiates it from
other frames.

– Encoded chunk: We encode the Bluetooth frame using fountain codes and
split it into equal-size chunks, each of which fits in a Bluetooth device name.
When disseminating its Bluetooth frame, each device publishes the frame’s
(coded) chunks in its Bluetooth name.
In our approach, devices continuously transmit and receive chunks. If a receiver
does not receive a transmitted chunk, it simply gathers more chunks until it can
reconstruct the Bluetooth frame. This enables error recovery with low overhead,
achieving reliable communication.

4.3 Protocol Details

Now we explain the details of our NameCast protocol. First, we describe the
WiFi control frame data structure. We describe our erasure coding procedure.
Finally, we describe how the NameCast protocol operates.

Figure 4 illustrates the high-level WiFi control frame structure. The first
field of the control frame is the last two bytes of the device’s Bluetooth ad-
dress. These bytes “link” the control frame with the message published in the
device’s Bluetooth name: they are used to determine a complete Bluetooth ad-
dress when paging. The following fields of the control frame show which messages
have already been received and which ones have not. The +/- character denotes
whether a message has been received. The control frame serves two purposes:
(1) Let neighbors know what particular message the local device is publishing
now; and (2) Let neighbors know what messages the local device has received
and what ones have not. It is expected that neighbors will publish messages with
‘-’ flags for the local device.

Our coding approach works as follows. We construct a Bluetooth frame of
length m, which we encode using LT codes [9]. The encoded frame is split into
n chunks c1, . . . , cn, where each ci has length `. We construct a full rank 0-1
coding matrix E with (1 + ε) · n rows and n columns and XOR chunks i and j
if element ei,j = 1. In each round of our multiple update NameCast protocol,
we place each matrix row and a chunk in the Bluetooth name. Once receivers
receive (1 + ε) · n chunks (and rows), they can decode the Bluetooth frame. Let
Tu denote the update interval at the sender and let T be a random variable
describing the message decoding time. Then E[T ] = (1 + ε) · n · Tu. We add
a “header” to the Bluetooth name that denotes the use of fountain codes and
includes the frame ID and number of chunks needed to decode the frame.

The NameCast protocol is described in Protocol 1. It has two main threads
of execution: (1) WiFi; and (2) Bluetooth. The WiFi thread periodically scans
for control frames. If a new Bluetooth address identifier is found in an SSID,
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Protocol 1 NameCast Protocol
1: Main Procedure:
2: BTname ← ‘’; WiFiSSID ← ctrl frame; make discoverable;
3: Start WiFi thread and Bluetooth thread;
4:
5: WiFi thread: {
6: Set up ad hoc WiFi network with SSID CF ; // ctrl frame
7: while (user does not terminate) do
8: Do active scan, store received WiFi SSIDs (CFi) in CFSet;
9: for each CFi in CFSet do

10: for each addrj in CFi do
11: if addrj /∈ BTAddrSet ∧ addrj /∈ RecvMsgSet then
12: CandidateAddrSet← CandidateAddrSet ∪ {addrj};
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: pick MsgID ∈ RecvMsgSet appearing most frequently in CFSet with flag ‘-’;
17: update WiFi SSID and Bluetooth name with MsgID;
18: end while }
19:
20: Bluetooth Thread: {
21: iteration← 0; codedBTAddrs← ∅;
22: while (user does not terminate) do
23: inquire nearby BT addresses, store in BTAddrSet;
24: if CandidateAddrSet = ∅ then
25: for each of Nr randomly chosen addresses addri do
26: PerformPaging(addri)
27: end for
28: else
29: for each discovered address in BTAddrSet do
30: PerformPaging(BTAddri)
31: end for
32: end if
33: construct BT frame, encode it, and split into chunks;
34: for each chunk do
35: place chunk and encoding row in BT name;
36: page each addrj ∈ codedBTAddrs
37: end for
38: end while }
39:
40: Subprocedure PerformPaging(addri):
41: page addri, store message in message
42: if paging succeeds and isV alidChunk() then
43: decode chunk (frame)
44: codedBTAddrs← codedBTAddrs ∪ {addri}
45: update WiFi SSID accordingly;
46: end if
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Bluetooth Name

Encoded BT Chunk + Encoding Matrix Row/

WiFi SSID

Control Frame

AA + BB + CC +11 DD -

11 01 03

Fig. 4. WiFi control frame and Bluetooth name for NameCast. The ‘/’ denotes erasure
coding. Here, 01 is the Bluetooth frame ID and 3 chunks are needed to decode the frame.

this identifier is added to the CandidAddrSet. (We point out that this identifier
comprises the last two bytes of the device’s true Bluetooth address; the identifier
is not the address itself.) This thread also finds the “most desirable” message
identifier that appears most frequently in the control frames and has not been re-
ceived. The Bluetooth thread alternates between Bluetooth inquiry/paging and
publishing (long) messages in the Bluetooth name. Due to the long inquiry time,
we inquire for addresses every other iteration. If candidAddrSet is not empty, we
page the Bluetooth addresses corresponding to the identifiers there; otherwise,
we randomly choose addresses to page. Then we split the message into chunks
(if necessary) and publish each chunk in turn. We need to publish the current
chunk but also receive new chunks from neighbors. Thus, we alternate between
publishing this chunk and paging Bluetooth neighbors for new chunks. Upon
successful paging, we mark a Bluetooth device’s identifier (the last two bytes
of its address) with a ‘+’ in the control frame; upon page failure, we mark the
identifier with a ‘-’. We maintain codedBTAddrs, the set of currently discovered
Bluetooth addresses whose corresponding names are encoded chunks. When we
discover a new such Bluetooth address, we add it to codedBTAddrs. In each
iteration of the Bluetooth thread, we generate a Bluetooth frame, encode it, and
split the encoded frame into chunks. Then we alternately publish each chunk
and page each address in codedBTAddr to retrieve newly published chunks.

Remarks: NameCast can only change Bluetooth device names and WiFi
SSIDs names programmatically on certain mobile devices such as Android and
Windows Mobile 6.x smartphones. iOS, BlackBerry OS, and Windows Phone
7 do not allow users to programmatically change Bluetooth device names and
SSIDs at this time. However, these devices can still interact with devices run-
ning NameCast without installing the system. Users of such devices can dissem-
inate information by manually changing their devices’ Bluetooth names or WiFi
SSIDs.

NameCast implicitly assumes that users are willing to share some informa-
tion electronically with people in physical proximity. This has potential privacy
implications, as attackers can “fingerprint” the master or enclave device via their
Bluetooth device names and WiFi SSIDs [16]. We point out that NameCast can
be used only for communication between the enclave device and external data
sources, which limits such fingerprinting to the enclave device. In such cases, the
master device would like to communicate with the enclave device without leaving
an electronic “trace”. PicComm provides such functionality, which we discuss in
Section V. Additionally, incorporating strong privacy and security controls with
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NameCast forms an important part of our future work. We consider leveraging
further coding techniques and power control to selectively send the NameCast
information to a designated group of people.

5 PicComm: Enclave-to-Master Communication

Enclave system can realize a secure communication between the master and
enclave devices via picture communication (PicComm). PicComm is a visual
communication based on picture-taking without wireless communications. We
detail PicComm in this section.

5.1 Design Rationale

A secure communication channel between the master device and the enclave
device is needed to transmit useful information to the master. This is a tricky
problem. On one hand, such a communication channel needs to be protected
from eavesdropping attackers. On the other hand, the master device cannot to-
tally trust the enclave device, as it is exposed to the outside world, which is
susceptible to malicious codes or data. We argue that wireless connection-based
communication may not be secure enough, for example, due to WiFi security
problems [19], or smartphone vulnerabilities [1]. Further, some users may be con-
cerned about disclosing their electronic identities such as their MAC addresses
when using WiFi or Bluetooth.

Thus, we propose picture communication in Enclave to establish such a secure
communication. The idea is to let the master device take pictures of the enclave
device’s screen, which is displaying textual messages and recognize the contents
using OCR. In this way, the information transmission from the enclave to the
master is highly secure. Besides security, we want PicComm to achieve a decent
throughput. However, the screen size of a device is limited and OCR results are
not 100% accurate. In other words, such a picture-based channel has limited
capacity and is unreliable. Intuitively, if the message on the screen has a larger
font-size and larger kerning, OCR performs better, but the message volume that
fills the screen decreases. Thus, we propose a dynamic resolution adjustment
mechanism for PicComm to find a good tradeoff between the message volume
and the “resolution”. Here, resolution refers to the font size and kerning. In
dynamic resolution adjustment, the master device sends back some feedback
information to the enclave, which contains an ACK or NAK and some hash
values that imply the error amount of OCR result error. Based on the ACK or
the error degree, the enclave device dynamically adjusts its resolution settings
of the message on screen, not only for different parts of the message but also for
adaptive change magnitude. Two options are considered as the feedback channel:
wireless name communication and sound. Wireless name communication is a part
of the NameCast. We use WiFi SSID to transmit the feedback message, which
can be up to 32 bytes. However, the master device has to disclose its WiFi MAC
address, which may be a concern to some users. Thus, we propose the second
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Fig. 5. OCRHash Grouping Example

option: sound. Using sound, PicComm can achieve “ultimate” security without
disclosig any electronic information. The drawback is the low channel capacity,
for example only 1 or 2 bits for one feedback message.

In the following parts, we first discuss the detailed designs of dynamic reso-
lution adjustment mechanism and then describe the whole PicComm protocol.

5.2 Dynamic Resolution Adjustment

A näıve approach to adjust the resolution is to uniformly change the whole
screen. If the enclave device gets a NAK, the resolution setting is enlarged by 1,
i.e., the font-size increases by 1 point. If the device receives an ACK, the reso-
lution setting will be decreased by 1 point. But such an approach is inefficient.
We do not want to enlarge the resolution settings for parts of the screen with no
OCR errors, resulting in the loss of total message volume. Thus, we introduce
the concept of a “block”, an isolated area in the screen with its own resolution
settings. The resolution adjustment is performed for each block.

To check the correctness of the OCR result, we put a cyclic redundancy
check (CRC) code at the bottom of the enclave device’s screen. If the CRC
check passes, the master simply sends back an ACK. If not, a simple NAK is not
enough for the enclave device to identify the part of the screen containing errors
and determine their severity. Therefore, we design a hash function that helps
evaluate the error degree between the original message and its OCR result. Note
that traditional cryptographic hashing functions like MD5 and SHA-1 cannot
apply, since they only specify differences, not the difference amount. Moreover,
the limited feedback channel such as sound does not allow a long hash value like
128 bits for MD5.

We design a hashing function, called OCRHash, which maps an arbitrary long
message to a very small range of values. Further, OCRHash has the following
feature: the greater the difference between two OCRHash values, the more errors
probably occurred. The intuition behind OCRHash is to have more probable
errors contribute more to the “diff” of OCRHash values. For OCR, the most
common errors come from interchanged characters [15]. Based on a training
dataset, we can know each character C and its all interchanged character Ei.
Then the probability of recognizing Ei as C can be calculated as follows [15]:

P (C|Ei) =
P (C)P (Ei|C)∑n

k=1 P (Ck)P (Ei|Ck)
(1)
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We divide all characters into several groups, each of which has a unique group
value such as 0, 1. If a pair of characters i and j has a high error probability, i.e.,
P (i|j) or P (j|i) is large, i and j will be placed into different groups whose values
have a large difference. If their error probability is low, i and j will be placed into
two groups with a small group value difference (even the same group). Consider
Figure 5 as an example. Since the characters ‘m’ and ‘n’ can be interchanged
with high probability, their group values have a big difference. On the other
hand, the characters ‘A’ and ‘B’ can be interchanged with low probability, and
they have the same group values. After grouping, we sum all characters based
on their group values and finally proportionally “downscale” the sum into the
small value range.

Hash(〈m0, · · · ,ml−1〉) =

⌊∑l−1
i=0 group(mi)

l × (n− 1)
× (2b − 1))

⌋
(2)

where l is the message lenth, n is the number of groups and b is the number of
bits used in the feedback channel.

5.3 Protocol Details

The workflow of Picture Communication is as follows. First, the enclave device
displays a message, denoted as CurMsg, on the screen. The master device takes
pictures of the enclave device’s screen and parses the content using OCR into
RecvMsg. The master device checks if RecvMsg’s CRC matches RecvMsg’s
content. If yes, the master device sends an ACK and null OCRHash values
for each block via sound or NameCast. Otherwise, the master calculates the
OCRHash values based on each block in RecvMsg and sends back a NAK to-
gether with these OCRHash values. After receiving feedback messages from the
master device, the enclave device parses it into two parts: the first bit indicating
ACK or NAK and the following bits indicating OCRHash values. If the first bit
is an ACK, the enclave device fetches the next message and displays it on the
screen. If this bit is a NAK, the enclave device calculates the differences between
the received OCRHash value and the original content’s OCRHash value for each
block. Each block’s resolution is changed based on its difference value (diff):
if the diff equals 0, the resolution settings are enlarged by 1 step, such as one
font-size; if the diff is larger than 0, the enclave changes the resolution settings
with more steps correspondingly. Protocol 2 presents this protocol.

Remarks: Ideally, the granularity of block partitioning is as fine as possi-
ble, which helps identify the erroneous parts of the screen while not affecting
the other, correct parts. However, the feedback channel from the master to the
enclave is limited: very few bits are available. As a result, only several blocks
are applied in PicComm. Thus, how to partition a screen into blocks, i.e., the
location and shape of a block, forms an interesting problem that is related to
OCR’s segmentation process. Currently, we use regular blocks, which cover one
or multiple lines, because we find our OCR tool performs better with the lines of
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Protocol 2 PicComm Protocol
1: Enclave Procedure:
2: CurMsg ← first message in {message};
3: block[0, . . . , k]← split CurMsg into k blocks by each block’s setting;
4: ControlBlock ← CRC(CurMsg);
5: while {message} 6= ∅ do
6: OnRecvFeedback(){
7: ACK,MasterV al[0, . . . , k]← information from feedback;
8: if ACK then
9: {message} ← {message} \ {CurMsg};

10: CurMsg ← first message from {message};
11: block[0, . . . , k]← split CurMsg by each block’s setting;
12: EnclaveV al[0, . . . , k]←OCRHash(block[0, . . . , k]);
13: else if NAK then
14: for each blocki do
15: Diffi ← |EnclaveV ali-MasterV ali|;
16: fontsize ← Diffi + 1; make bold; add 1 kern space;
17: end for
18: end if
19: end while
20:
21: Master Procedure:
22: while user does not terminate do
23: take picture of enclave device’s screen;
24: RecvMsg ← perform OCR on picture;
25: if CRC check passes then
26: ACK ← 1; MasterV al[0, . . . , k]← 0;
27: else
28: ACK ← 1;
29: block[0, . . . , k]← split RecvMsg by delimiter;
30: ACK ← 1; MasterV al[0, . . . , k]← 0;
31: Send feedback 〈ACK, block[0, . . . , k]〉 by NameCast or sound;
32: end if
33: end while
34:
35: Subprocedure:
36: OCRHash(block):
37: WeightSum←

∑
ch∈block groupV alueof(ch);

38: ScaledV al ← downscale WeightSum to 〈0, . . . , 2m − 1〉; // m is # bits for
feedback channel (NameCast or sound)

39: return ScaledV al;

same settings. Irregular block partitioning forms an important part of our future
work.
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35.2 m

19.6 m

Fig. 6. Experiment Setup. All phones can discover each other via WiFi. Circles denote
Nexus Ss (running NameCast); squares denote other mobile devices.

6 Implementation and Evaluation

We implement Enclave on Google Nexus S smartphones running Android 2.3.3.
These phones have both Bluetooth and WiFi functionality. We perform factory
reset using standard Android techniques [2].

6.1 Implementation

We implement NameCast on the Nexus Ss. Our prototype system is written
in Java; the compiled Android package is 52.7 KB. Our system uses the BlueZ
binary hcitool [3] on Android to carry out Bluetooth inquiry and paging at
fine granularity. Our system establishes an ad hoc wireless network for each
smartphone to both publish WiFi SSIDs and scan for nearby networks. The
system uses WiFi to control Bluetooth and piggyback message delivery atop
device discovery. We implement ad hoc networking using Wireless Tools for Linux
[23] and wpa supplicant [11]. The system follows Algorithm 1. We implement
erasure coding using LT codes. We set ε = 0.5, message length m = 20, and
chunk length n = 60. As we need to publish binary chunks and encoding matrix
rows in a textual Bluetooth name, we apply base64 encoding to these data
and publish the base64-encoded data in the name. Upon successfully paging a
device, receivers immediately decode the base64-encoded data to determine the
chunk and row.

We also implement a similar prototype system on the Nexus Ss running a
näıve version of the NameCast protocol that publishes static Bluetooth names
and/or WiFi SSIDs. It does not include any control frame information or pig-
gyback message delivery atop device discovery. We use this näıve protocol as a
control in the experiments described in Section VII.

We implement PicComm on the Nexus Ss. The enclave device displays textual
content of which the master device takes pictures and processes using OCR.
Specifically, the enclave device displays text on the screen in a 2×2 block layout
(4 blocks in total). In our experiments, the enclave device displays text from
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. The master device processes the text using
OCR Tool for Android [22], which invokes the Tesseract OCR engine [21].
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Fig. 8. Average time needed for devices to receive messages.

6.2 Evaluation

NameCast We test our näıve and NameCast systems in a university building
with six Nexus Ss and 14 other mobile devices. Figure 6 depicts our experiment
setup. We manually set the 14 mobile devices’ Bluetooth names following the
pattern in Figure 4. We use four iPod touches (2nd generation), three laptops
(Lenovo IdeaPad Y550A, Apple MacBook, and IBM ThinkPad T60), and seven
mobile phones (Nokia 5300 XpressMusic, Nokia 6133, Samsung SGH-T509, HTC
Dream, Google Nexus One, LG CF360, and Samsung SGH-A707). For all exper-
iments, we run each system 10 times.

We evaluate our näıve and NameCast systems using the following metrics: (1)
Coverage. We measure how many devices we discover in the network shown in
Figure 6 while running both systems; and (2) Power consumption. We measure
how much power the Nexus Ss consume during each run of NC-Näıve and NC-
Extension.

Figure 7 shows the average number of received messages for the näıve and
NameCast systems. For all devices except C, we see that NameCast discovered
more devices in the network than the näıve system; for device C, NameCast
discovered one less device than the näıve system. This occurred because Name-
Cast forwarded Bluetooth messages among many hops, whereas the näıve system
could only discover devices one hop away. These results are encouraging: they
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Fig. 9. Throughput of PicComm.

show that, in general, NameCast can usually discover more Bluetooth devices in
a network than a näıve system.

Figure 8 shows the average time required for devices to receive messages with
the näıve system and NameCast. After three minutes, the number of devices the
näıve system discovered levels off, whereas the number of devices NameCast
discovers increases over time. The two curves cross at about four minutes. This
is not surprising, since NameCast forwards Bluetooth messages among many
hops and the näıve system can only discover messages one hop away. We see
that, given enough time, NameCast can discover more nodes in the network
than the naiv̈e system.

Our results also illustrate NameCast’s ability to achieve unobtrusive com-
munication on a wide range of mobile devices. NameCast users do not need to
install our software on their devices to use our protocol; they can simply set their
Bluetooth names in the requisite format to communicate with devices running
the software.

PicComm We test our PicComm using Nexus Ss. Two phones who are play-
ing the roles of a enclave and a master respectively are fixed face-to-face. The
following three different mechanisms are evaluated: 1) Naive version without
any feedback. The enclave device only uses a default setting and never change
its resolution settings. 2) Simple PicComm with one bit feedback (via sound or
NameCast). The master device only resturns one bit feedback, i.e., yes or no, to
the enclave device. The enclave device changes the resolution setting uniformly.
3) PicComm with multiple-bit feedback via NameCast. We split the screen of the
enclave device into 4 blocks, and the OCRHash value for each block is from 0 to
3, which costs 2 bits. Another additional one bit is researved for the CRC check
result. Totally, 9 bits feedback via NameCast are used. The enclave changes the
resolution settings following the protocol described in Sec 5.3;

We focus on the metrics of throughput and power consumption. The results
are shown in Figure 9 and Table 2. From Figure 9, we observe that PicComm
works much better when there are more feedbacks. This demonstrates the dy-
namic adjustment base on blocks helps improve the throughput of PicComm a
lot. The throughput of PicComm with multiple-bit feedback is almost twice of
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PicComm Setting Power (mW)

PicComm (sound) 904.87

PicComm (single bit) 1899.99

PicComm (multiple bits) 1700.42

Näıve version 2027.53
Table 2. Power Consumption of the Master in PicComm

that of the single-bit PicComm. We see that the throughput of PicComm varies
with different contents, but in general it is fairly stable. The final througput
is about 2 bytes/s. It is good enough to transmit short messages between the
master and the enclave. The näıve version does not work well, which has only
few messages transmitted successfully. Table 2 shows the average power con-
sumption rates of different mechanisms within a test period of 30 minutes. The
power consumption rate of PicComm is pretty low when only sound is used for
feedback. WiFi and the camera consume the majority of the power in PicComm.
We observe that the power consumption rate of the PicComm with multiple-bit
feedback is even lower than that of the PicComm with simple-bit feedback. We
can explain this as follows: fewer rounds of feedback are performed for PicComm
with multiple-bit feedback, which encounters fewer OCR failures.

7 Final Remarks

We proposed Enclave, a delegate wireless device that helps people’s smartphones
communicate unobtrusively. We realized Enclave using two key supporting tech-
nologies, NameCast and PicComm. NameCast used wireless device names to
unobtrusively transmit short messages without connection establishment. Pic-
Comm leveraged the transfer of visual images to securely deliver electronic in-
formation to people’s smartphones. We implemented Enclave on Nexus S smart-
phones running Android 2.3.3. Our experimental evaluation illustrated Enclave’s
potential for smartphone data protection and unobtrusive and secure communi-
cation.
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